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Here we present a versatile system for milliliter-scale perfusion culture of adherent cells
that can be built using basic tools, based on a readily available one-well culture plate
(84 cm2 culture area). Media composition and flow paths can be programmatically con-
trolled via USB serial interface using the FETbox hardware controller and associated
PlateFlo Python package. The FETbox can control up to five high current 12 V devices such
as common pinch valves, solenoids, and DC motor peristaltic pumps. It was designed to be
easily customized with built-in accommodation for additional electronic components (e.g.
analog sensors and input), use of the ubiquitous Arduino Nano platform, and easily
expanded serial communication protocol. Multiple FETboxes can be used in parallel for
additional devices. Applications of the PlateFlo system include perfusion culture of labora-
tory experiments requiring large cell numbers including genome-scale genetic screens and
proteomics, as well as novel perfusion schemes including dynamic media conditions and
sequential cell culture.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Specifications table
Hardware name
 PlateFlo plate-scale perfusion system

Subject area
 � Biological Sciences (e.g. Microbiology and Biochemistry)

Hardware type
 � Biological sample handling and preparation

Open Source License
 Software - GNU General Public License (GPL) v3;

Hardware - CERN Open Hardware License, Weakly Reciprocal (OHL-W) v1.2

Cost of Hardware
 Hardware: 350 EUR*

Consumables: < 10 EUR/plate

Source File Repository
 OSF - https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
*Minimum of two additional individually controllable peristaltic pumps, and associated tubing/fittings are required.
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Hardware in context

Most in vitro tissue culture models used in biological research, be it immortalized cell lines or primary tissue, are cul-
tured in traditional petri dishes or multi-well plates under a static pool of nutrient medium. Cells in static culture are sub-
jected to unphysiological buildup of secreted factors and waste products while simultaneously depleting glucose, amino
acids, and other nutrients from the medium. This gradual decline/accumulation is punctuated by a sharp reversal in con-
centration trends when the nutrient medium is periodically renewed in bulk during regular cell maintenance [1]. This cre-
ates unintended temporal heterogeneity in the extracellular environment that could be a confounding factor in some
biological systems. Static culture also lacks the mechanical stimulation provided by fluid shear forces along vesicles
and within the interstitial in vivo, a key factor in the differentiation of endothelial cells [2] and osteoclasts [3], for exam-
ple. One way to overcome these shortcomings is to continuously perfuse fresh or partially recirculated nutrient medium
through the culture vessel [4,5]. Different technical solutions for perfusion cell culture have been implemented (Table 1).

Stirred-tank bioreactors are commonly employed in perfusion culture, particularly in industry [6]. These are culture ves-
sels in which cells are kept in suspension by an impellor and medium is supplied and drawn from the tank to maintain nutri-
ent concentration, pH, and other process factors. This style of perfusion device is effective at maintaining high cell density
and is thus favored in production, particularly of recombinant proteins such as antibodies. Commercial laboratory-scale solu-
tions also exist, for example disposable spinner flasks that are available in different sizes with sidearms for inlet/outlet con-
nection. Many cell types are anchorage-dependent (adherent), however, and are not viable in suspension [7] on their own. In
order to culture these cells in suspension, suspended particles are utilized to provide a suitable surface for attachment and
growth [8]. These so-called microcarriers have proven effective in stirred reactors, particularly for example, with mesenchy-
mal stem cells, and can be tuned in numerous ways including size, shape, and porosity.

Hollow fiber bioreactors are well-suited to adherent cell culture [9]. They consist of many semi-porous capillaries through
which nutrient media is circulated and a surrounding compartment in which cells are seeded and grow [10], often in the
form of a single-use cartridges in commercial solutions (e.g. FiberCell Systems Inc., Cellab GmbH, and Terumo BCT Inc.).
Small molecules and dissolved gas perfuse through the porous tubing in both directions, providing nutrients to- and remov-
ing waste from cells adhering to the tubing within the outer compartment. Hundreds, even thousands, of capillary tubes can
fit in a single cartridge, thus, an extremely large growth area is possible in a relatively small footprint. Cells grow to very high
confluency and secreted protein products and extracellular vesicles can be continuously collected downstream and concen-
trated, thus making hollow fiber bioreactors highly effective in production applications. The main downside, as with most
commercial solutions, is the upfront cost for ready-built systems as well as the recurring price of consumable single-use
bioreactor cartridges. Cells must be harvested, e.g. trypsinized, in order to perform microscopy thus strongly perturbing
the system. Because of the compartmentalized nature of the nutrient media flow path, cells are isolated from shear stress
– which may be desirable in some applications but is less physiological than direct perfusion.

Microfluidic devices offer near infinite diversity in design, limited only by the imagination and fabrication skill of the cre-
ator, and can be tailored to fit the application or biological question at hand [11]. Microfluidic devices can be fabricated by a
wide variety of methods, most of which require specialized equipment and skills such as photolithography [12], CNC milling
[13], or laser micromaching [14]. The alternative, commercial solutions, whether it be custom or off-the-shelf can be cost-
prohibitive, depending on complexity and specialization. The small scale of microfluidic chips permits precise real-time con-
trol of flow parameters and composition while avoiding dilution of secreted factors important for e.g. hormone secretion
assays. With this small scale comes some limitations, however; pumping and directing flow at nanoliter flow rates, often
with pneumatic systems, can be more complex to setup/control. Biological material generation can also be a limiting factor
for downstream readouts such as proteomics and genome-scale genetic screening.

In the broad class of bioreactors termed here ‘perfused scaffold chamber’ reactors, cells or tissue models are embedded
within a permeable matrix that allows media to flow directly through the entire construct. The oscillating chamber biore-
actor, patented by Moretti [15,16], utilizes a similar concept but takes a unique approach in implementing it. Instead of
mechanically pumping media through the chamber with e.g. a peristaltic pump, gas-permeable semi-circular reservoir tub-
ing containing nutrient medium on either side of the chamber alternatingly perfuses the interstitial space by gravity; this is
achieved by rotating the entire chamber back and forth along the axis perpendicular to the plane of the tubing path [17]. In
these systems the chamber can be constructed with a transparent window for optical readout and sensors and electrodes
integrated for monitoring or stimulation. Interstitial perfusion allows for thorough exchange with the perfusion medium
and full compatibility with three-dimensional tissue models. The obligatory support matrix, while often beneficial for 3D
tissue models, adds complexity to both setup and harvest. Common matrix supports, such a Matrigel, can also complicate
downstream proteomic preparation [18] or negatively impact proteomic results if not considered.

Perfused well bioreactors are also a diverse class of devices, but many assume a roughly microplate footprint with several
culture chambers therein. Some examples are given in Table 1 that range in scale from 96- to 12-well formats. These are
constructed using a variety of techniques including (micro)machining, silicon wafer etching, and PDMS casting. These smal-
ler wells are well suited to experiments requiring multiple treatments or conditions, especially Domansky et al’s multi-well
plate where each well has an independent reservoir and medium is pumped through the 14.9 mm culture scaffolds using
pneumatic diaphragm micropumps [19]. Pasini et al, in contrast, use serially perfused chambers in a 12-well format
machined from PMMA (acrylic) in combination with glass coverslip culture surfaces for more traditional 2D cell culture [20].
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Table 1
A general overview of comparable perfusion culture approaches.

Bioreactor Type Description Examples Comments

Perfused Plate Modified commercial rectangular
culture plates or petri dishes with
treated culture surface over which
media flows

This work Cost $
Scale +++

84 cm2 culture area
10–25 mL

Flo Rate 0.1–10 mL/min
Com lexity ++
Ava bility Open-source
Ad erent/

Sus nsion
Adherent

D/3D 2D
Perfused Well Diverse custom fabricated multi-well

constructions. Some incorporating
pumping directly in each well or
utilizing hydrostatic (gravity)
feeding.

[40–42], e.g. Corning Mi-
croDEN

Complexity is primarily driven by
(micro)fabrication requirements.

Cost $$
Scale +

Flo Rate mL/min
Com lexity +++
Ava bility Publication, Commercial
Ad erent/

Sus nsion
Adherent or matrix embedded

D/3D 2D
Perfused Scaffold

Chamber
Cells or tissue contained in a
perfusable cartridge-like
scaffold/matrix

[43–46] Diverse class of devices. Scaffold size,
composition, and topology are highly
tunable.

Cost $$
Scale ++

Diverse.
Flo Rate mL/min - mL/min

Com lexity +++
Ava bility Publication
Ad erent/

Sus nsion
Adherent/embedded

D/3D 3D
Hollow-Fiber

Bioreactor
Waste/nutrient exchange via semi-
porous capillary tubing and cells
grown in extra-capillary space. The
massive number of capillaries that
can be contained inside a culture
chamber enables extremely high
culture density.

[8,10,47] Diverse commercial solutions due to
use in part to widespread use in the
production of biologicals. Lab-scale
solutions also available. Capillary
fouling is must be considered. See
text for examples. See [48] for a
summary of production technologies
including hollow-fiber bioreactors.

Cost $$$-$$$$
Scale ++ - ++++

Up to 200 cm2/mL
Flo Rate Diverse

Com lexity ++
Ava bility Commercial
Ad erent/

Sus nsion
Both

D/3D 2D
Oscillating Chamber

Bioreactor
Sensor-equipped, optically
transparent construct chamber
perfused by oscillating motion of
medium through connected semi-
circular gas permeable tubing.

[38,39] All-in-one device allows electrical
stimulation, electrical sensor
integration, and optical readouts.

Cost $$$
Scale ++

ø 12 mm � h 3 mm, 10 mL medium, per
chamber.

Flo Rate 100 mm/s linear equivalent
Com lexity ++++
Ava bility Publication, Commercialized
Ad erent/

Sus nsion
Both

D/3D 3D

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Bioreactor Type Description Examples Comments

Stirred Tank Bioreactor An impellor agitates the culture
medium, preventing cells from
sedimenting while maximizing waste
removal and nutrient delivery by
homogenizing the medium.

[48,49], e.g. Corning Spin-
ner Flasks

Basic in principle, but endlessly
customizable and extremely scalable.
Sensors can be easily integrated,
impellor design optimized, and
diverse microcarriers utilized.
Continuous perfusion is complicated
by the need for filtration or other
solutions to prevent aspiration of
suspended cells. Fed-batch is a
simplified alternative to continuous
feeding/perfusion.

Cost $ - $$$$
Scale + - ++++

mL – kL
Flow Rate mL/min – L/s

Complexity Diverse
Availability Diverse
Adherent/

Suspension
Suspension, adherent on micro-carriers,
adherent as spheroids

2D/3D 3D
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The ‘‘PlateFlo” system presented here is a flexible, low cost, solution for laboratory-scale perfusion of adherent cells. It can
be built using only basic tools and the modular nature of the design allows for substitution of main components to better suit
specific applications if need be. The perfusion plate design utilizes a modified off-the-shelf culture plate rather than a
custom-fabricated culture chamber. This lidded, one-well, rectangular microplate can be loaded with cells, pre-treated,
imaged, etc., as a typical culture plate independently of the fluidic components of the system. This improves sterile handling,
allows for microscopy-based readouts, and is compatible with diverse cell harvesting methods – e.g. cell scraping, trypsiniza-
tion, or in-plate lysis. Biological material can be generated in sufficient quantity from a single plate for unbiased multi-omics
analysis including proteomics and various sequencing technologies. The electronic components of the system are intended to
interface via USB with a control computer where dynamic perfusion programs can be created using the plateflo Python
library, or any serial interface capable software such as LabVIEW.

The most comparable commercial alternative to the PlateFlo system is the Corning MicroDEN perfusion platform. Similar
to the device presented here, media is pumped across a tissue culture surface continuously using peristaltic pumps. A key
difference is the closed nature of the perfusion chamber, and closed loop recirculating flow approach which uses a single
pump for each chamber. Each recirculating flow path has a 13 mL volume and advertised yield of six million cells each
and is marketed for production of dendritic cells. At the time of writing, this system was listed for $18,430, and the
single-use perfusion chamber/reservoir combo unit was listed at $1930 per pair. The MicroDEN platform is purpose-built
for a specific application, however, thus lacks the versatility and flexibility of the PlateFlo system; with the system described
here media can be recirculated (closed loop) or continuously exchanged (open loop), selected from multiple reservoirs using
one or more valves, the pumps controlled dynamically, and more. With the PlateFlo system we provide as many tools as pos-
sible to adapt it to suite a wide range of experimental setups.

Hardware description

ThePlateFlo systemconsists of threemain components: (1) theperfusionplate andassociatedfluidics for cell culture, (2) the
FETboxhardware controller for high-current device control (e.g. valves, DCpumps), and (3) theplatefloPythonpackage for pro-
grammatic control over (1) and (2). These components are presented as a toolboxwith which it is possible to build plate-scale
perfusion systems ranging in complexity from a single plate, single reservoir, constant flow rate setup to e.g. a sequential cul-
ture systemchainingmultiple cell lines in series, dosing glucose, drugs, or different nutrientmediumon a predefined schedule.

Perfusion plate

The perfusion culture chamber is a modified Nunc OmniTray one-well plate (Fig. 1). The culture area of a Nunc OmniTray
plate is 84 cm2, for reference, this is approximately 50% greater than that of a typical 10 cm petri dish (55 cm2). Nutrient
medium is pumped in one side and out the other, flowing nearly uniformly across the culture surface. Only modifications
to the lid are necessary, therefore it can be built, sterilized, and otherwise handled independently of the base. This permits
hot swapping of the plate base for e.g. microscopy, additional biological replicates, etc., without having to disassemble and
re-sterilize the associated fluidics. Standard 200 mL (P200) pipette tips are repurposed for the nozzles and are inserted
through drilled holes in the plate lid with tubing press fit into the tapered section of the pipette tip. A modified lid can
be reused several times with replacement of the nozzles as necessary to avoid cross-contamination.

Two independently controllable peristaltic pumps are required to pump fresh media into the plate and remove the efflu-
ent simultaneously - one for the inlet nozzle and one for the pair of outlet nozzles. Multi-channel peristaltic pumps can be
used to run multiple plates in parallel. The need for two peristaltic pumps introduces a technical challenge, however; if the
inlet and outlet flow rates are not absolutely identical there will be a net movement of media into or out of the perfusion
plate, potentially overflowing or running dry; for example, at a flow rate of 120 mL/min, just a 1% difference between the inlet
and outlet flow rates will result in a plate volume change of greater than 5 mL over the course of 72 h (~50% of the OmniTray
working volume used here). To avoid the added cost and complexity of closed-loop sub-milliliter flow metering, or constant
pump recalibration and validation, for example, a ‘skimming’ system was implemented for plate volume regulation.

An additional independent outlet nozzle, the skimmer nozzle, is set at the desired fluid height using a 3D printed clamp-
ing mechanism and height blocks. The main outlet pump is run marginally slower than the inlet to ensure a small net pos-
itive influx of media. The exact flow rate delta should be a safe margin, determined by characterizing the flow rate accuracy
of the specific pumps and cassette tubing chosen. An inexpensive peristaltic pump or aspirator is used to remove the small
excess media as it reaches the skimmer. This eliminates the need for expensive, complex, and potentially difficult to clean
microflow meters and closed-loop pump control.

FETbox hardware controller

The FETbox hardware controller enables USB serial controlled switching of up to five high-current 12 V devices such as
pinch valves, solenoids, and DC motor peristaltic pumps (Fig. 2A). Some of these outputs are intended to drive inexpensive
skimmer pumps or aspirator solenoid valves. The remaining outputs or additional FETboxes can be used for fluid path control
in the system via pinch valves – e.g. switching between media reservoirs, recirculating media, or redirecting effluent to a
sampling system.
5



Fig. 1. PlateFlo Perfusion Plate. A Nunc OmniTray base with lid modified with 1) one inlet nozzle, 2) two outlet nozzles, and 3) a height-adjustable skimmer
nozzle with 3D printed clamping mechanism.

Fig. 2. FETbox Hardware Controller. A) Example application of the FETbox, controlling a bank of inexpensive 12 V peristaltic pumps for four skimmer
channels and a solenoid pinch valve. B) Assembled FETbox PCB. Dotted red box indicates unconnected solder pads for user customizability and expansion.
C) FETbox board overview in EAGLE CAD software, red denotes top copper layer, blue the bottom copper layer as viewed through the top. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Through-hole devices were used exclusively, avoiding surface mount devices (SMDs), in the design of the FETbox circuit
board to make board assembly accessible to soldering novices. It is built around the ubiquitous open-source Arduino Nano
development board and ATmega 328P micro controller unit (MCU), with all board pins broken out onto the PCB for user
customizability (Fig. 2B, C). There is also a 2.54 mm (0.100) 2 � 20 grid of unconnected through-holes along with + 12/+5/+
3.3 V and GND connections for mounting of additional connectors and components (Fig. 2B, red box). To further simplify
customization of the board, the plateflo Python package’s fetbox module includes methods to read and set all analog/dig-
ital pins on the Arduino Nano via USB serial. Custom serial commands can be added easily to the Arduino firmware for e.g.
querying digital sensors or additional functionality (see ‘‘Firmware Modification” in the online documentation). At the
default baud rate of 115,200 bits/sec, approximately 50–60 commands/queries can be sent per second for e.g. data logging
purposes.

Each FETbox can supply + 12 V up to a total of 4.5 A through the five PWM-capable MOSFET-switched outputs, with each
individual device drawing no more than 3 A. In order to minimize the BOM component count, +5 V is supplied from the
Arduino’s onboard regulator and limited to ~ 350 mA for peripherals. Likewise, +3.3 V is supplied by the Arduino’s FTIC chip
and is limited to ~ 150 mA.

PlateFlo Python Package

The plateflo Python package, available from the Python Package Index (PyPI), includes several main modules: (1) fetbox,
(2) scheduler, and a sub-package, (3) ismatec with modules for the Reglo Digital and Reglo ICC peristaltic pumps. Detailed
API and usage documentation can be found at the project ReadTheDocs.

The fetbox module enables programmatic serial control of the FETbox hardware controller through a number of conve-
nience functions. Each of the numbered MOSFET outputs can be switched on/off, output at a specific a PWM duty cycle, or
use a type of switching optimized for solenoid valves called ‘‘hit-and-hold”. The latter takes advantage of the fact that sole-
noid valves require far less power to maintain in the ‘‘on” position than they do during the initial switching operation. Full
output power is supplied momentarily before reducing to a user specified PWM duty cycle. Using the hit-and-hold function-
ality reduces power draw and consequently heat generated by the solenoid coil. All of the Arduino’s digital and analog input
pins can also be read or written to via serial. Arbitrary strings can also be sent with either pass/fail or string responses for
expanded functionality.

As the name implies, the scheduler module provides a means of creating tasks to be executed in the future. They can be
set to execute at regular intervals, specific times, and scheduled tasks can be cancelled/removed from the scheduler at any
time. Although intended as a companion to the fetbox module and ismatec sub-package, any callable Python object can be
added to the scheduler with both keyword and positional arguments.

The ismatec sub-package has three modules: ismatec_scanner, ismatec_dig, and ismatec_icc. The ismatec_scanner is a
utility for scanning system serial ports for attached Ismatec Reglo Digital and Reglo ICC peristaltic pumps. The ismatec_dig
and ismatec_icc modules provide convenience functions for serial control of said pumps. These include starting/stopping,
setting flowrate and direction, as well as querying current pump status, and printing messages on the pump’s display. In
the case of the Reglo ICC, individual pump channels can also be controlled.

Design files

All STL files are pre-oriented for FDM 3D printing. F3D and F3Z CAD files were created by Autodesk Fusion 360. PCB design
source files, SCH & BRD, were created using Autodesk EAGLE [21]. Free education and hobbyist licenses are available for both
Fusion 360 and EAGLE at the time of writing.
Design file name
 File type
7

Open source
license
Location
skimmer_clamp_M3
 STL; CAD (F3Z); CAD (STEP)
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/PYJCH
skimmer_height_block_<heigh
t > mm.stl
STL
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/PYJCH
perfusion_lid_drill_jig
 STL; CAD (STEP)
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/PYJCH
petri_drill_jig_<size>_<inlet/ou
tlet>
STL; CAD (STEP)
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/PYJCH
valve_clip_base
 STL; CAD (STEP)
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/PYJCH
fetbox_complete
 CAD (F3D); CAD (STEP)
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/CRJVB
(continued on next page)

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/PYJCH
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
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(continued)
Design file name
 File type
8

Open source
license
Location
fetbox_enclosure_base
 STL
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/CRJVB
fetbox_enclosure_lid
 STL
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/CRJVB
FETbox_rev0_Gerber_JLCPCB
 Gerber CAM (ZIP folder)
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/CRJVB
FETbox_rev0_PCB
 EAGLE design file (SCH); EAGLE design
file (BRD)
CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/CRJVB
Firmware_FETbox.ino
 Firmware (INO)
 CERN-OHL-W
 https://doi.org/10.17605/
OSF.IO/CRJVB
plateflo
 Python package
 GNU-GPL3+
 PyPI; Source

Online Documentation
 ReadTheDocs; Sphinx HTML
 CC BY-SA 4.0
 ReadTheDocs; https://osf.

io/hev2z/

Supplementary Data
 Folder
 GNU-GPL3+
 https://doi.org/10.17605/

OSF.IO/PYJCH
� skimmer_clamp_M3 – Print-in-place skimmer nozzle clamping mechanism. Fixed atop a drilled Nunc OmniTray lid to
allow precise positioning of the skimmer nozzle tip height. CAD files include modelled M3 fastener hardware as
assembled.

� perfusion_lid_drill_jig – A guide for marking hole locations on Nunc OmniTray lids for drilling. Slides over top of the lid
with holes for a fine-tipped marker.

� petri_drill_jig_<size>_<inlet/outlet> – As above, but for alternative petri dish culture chambers. Two pieces, inlet and out-
let sides, that slide together to accommodate variability in petri dish dimension between manufacturers.

� valve_clip_base – Simple stand for the BOM pinch valve clip. Holds the valve horizontal for use on e.g. an incubator shelf.
� skimmer_height_block_<##>mm – Blocks of defined heights, <##>: 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, and 1.8 mm. Placed under the skimmer
nozzle before tightening the skimmer clamp for repeatable height setting. Navigate to desired height model using left-
side panel at listed OSF link.

� fetbox_complete - CAD model of the FETbox hardware controller with PCB and key electronic components modelled as
assembled.

� fetbox_enclosure_base – the bottom half of the FETbox enclosure, into the which the PCB, power inlet, and MOSFET out-
put jacks are mounted. adequate

� fetbox_enclosure_lid – the top cover of the FETbox enclosure. Has ventilation for the output MOSFETs and Arduino. It
snap-fits onto the fetbox_enclosure_base.

� FETbox_rev0_Gerber_JLCPCB – Compressed (.zip) manufacturing Gerber (CAM) files. Ready for upload to the JLCPCB web-
site for PCB ordering.

� FETbox_rev0_PCB – Autodesk EAGLE PCB source files for the FETbox_rev0_PCB. SCH and BRD files are co-dependent and
must be downloaded together in order to open/modify the design.

� Firmware_FETbox – Arduino ‘‘sketch”/firmware for the Arduino Nano development board used in the FETbox hardware
controller. Opened with Arduino IDE software.

� plateflo – A Python package containing modules to simplify coding serial control of the FETbox and Ismatec Reglo peri-
staltic pumps. See https://plateflo.readthedocs.io. for more details and usage.

� Online Documentation – searchable, mobile-friendly, companion documentation with sourcing guide, build guide, oper-
ating instructions, and programming examples.

Bill of materials

The tabulated bill of materials is available at https://plateflo.readthedocs.io/en/latest/hardware/bom.html as well as in
Supplementary Data.

Required tools:

FDM 3D printer (e.g. Prusa MK3S) or 3D printing services
Small drill press, hand drill, or rotary tool (e.g. Dremel)
Cyanoacrylate (super) glue

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/CRJVB
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Soldering iron (e.g. TS100)
Flux-core solder (e.g. Stannol Kristall 611)
Side cutters or similar (e.g. Knipex 78 61 125)
Hex wrench, 2.5 mm

Optional tools/components:

Isopropanol, 90%+ – for cleaning residual flux from PCB
Heat-shrink tubing – for DC input jack joint insulation
Self-adhesive silicone feet - for hardware controller and pinch valve stand

Build instructions

The PlateFlo system build is broken down into four distinct sections: 1) 3D printing & PCB ordering 2) FETbox assembly 3)
perfusion plate modification/build. Detailed step-by-step instructions can be found in the project’s online documentation
(https://plateflo.readthedocs.io/en/latest/hardware/build_guide.html). See Supplementary Data ‘‘plateflo-readthedocs-v1.1.
0.zip” for a downloadable copy of the online documentation.
Operating instructions

Operating instructions including setup guidelines, example configurations, skimmer pump operation, as well as plateflo
package tutorials and API documentation can be found in the online documentation (https://plateflo.readthedocs.io/en/lat-
est/hardware/operation.html). See Supplementary Data ‘‘plateflo-readthedocs-v1.1.0.zip” for a downloadable copy of the
online documentation.
Validation and characterization

FETbox benchmarking & performance

Serial communication
Fidelity and maximum throughput of the serial communication protocol implemented in the FETbox firmware and plate-

flo serial input/output backend were verified using a stress test program. Arduino pin D3 was jumpered to pin D11. D3 was
rapidly toggled HIGH/LOW with the state of D11 read after each D3 write command. The round-trip time of each write and
read command, that is the elapsed time between starting to send the command and receiving the full response, was also
measured for each cycle. This was repeated 10,000 times and logged to a data file (Supplementary Data, fetbox_serial_stresst
est.csv). Failure to toggle the output state of D3 would result in an erroneous reading as the it would remain unchanged from
the previous state, e.g. a low state when a high was commanded. Write commands were executed at 100% fidelity with zero
discrepancies observed between the theoretical output of D3 and the read state of pin D11. Write and read commands were
executed with round-trip times of 15.3 ± 1.3 ms and 16.0 ± 0.8 ms (mean ± St.Dev), respectively. For the digital write and
read serial commands used here, a sustained command rate of 60–65 Hz can be expected. To validate these timing results,
and to benchmark the round-trip time of other FETbox serial commands, a similar test was carried out without the overhead
of input data collection. Using the timeit Python module, the time to successfully execute each command 50 consecutive
times was measured. All commands measured 15.9 ms round-trip times with the exception of hit-and-hold which has an
additional 100 ms delay built-in to allow time for the solenoid valve to engage (Supplementary Table 1). Utilizing a higher
baud rate (115200 bps is the default) may enable slightly faster command rates at the risk of decreased reliability, especially
when using longer cables.
PWM output
To characterize the MOSFET PWM output waveform, a Rigol DS1102Z-E oscilloscope was connected to FETbox output

channel two at the MOSFET gate to measure the output from the Arduino as well as to the negative terminal of the flyback
diode to measure the low-side output voltage to the connected device as in Fig. 3A,B. 10X probes limited to 20 MHz were
used on both channels. The BOM pinch valve was connected to the FETbox output to serve as an inductive load. A PWM out-
put value of 128 (~50% duty cycle) was set via serial command and the oscilloscope set to trigger on the rising edge of the
Arduino PWM output at + 2.5 V (Fig. 3C). Rise time and fall time at the MOSFET gate were both determined to be ~ 250 ns (Fig
S1A). This allows for PWM values from 5 (2% duty cycle) to 250 (98% duty cycle) to be used before static on or off states may
occur (Fig S2). Flyback voltage spikes, which occur when an inductive load is disconnected during the off phase of the PWM
signal, did not exceed 21 V at the highest PWM duty cycle (Fig S2), which is well within the 60 V drain-source voltage spec-
ification of the FQP30N06L MOSFET [22].
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Fig. 3. FETbox Output Channel #2 PWM Waveform and Flyback Voltage Measurement. A) Schematic diagram of output channel #2 with oscilloscope
probing points indicated by gray circles with colored waveform inside corresponding with oscilloscope channels 1 (yellow) and channel 2 (cyan) B) Image of
probing setup. Grounding clip (black, middle) connected to ground side of the 10 K pulldown resistor, scope channel 1 to the MOSFET output low side, and
scope channel 2 to the MOSFET gate to probe the Arduino PWM output. A pinch valve was plugged into the output to provide an inductive load. C)
Oscilloscope traces during a 50% duty cycle PWM output. Note the carrier frequency period of 16 ms (62.5 kHz), and the freewheeling/flyback voltage spikes
on the MOSFET output (yellow) less than 20 V. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)
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Pinch valve mixing capability

With the exception of much more sophisticated proportional pinch valves, most pinch valves are binary devices, either
fully engaged or fully disengaged. Arbitrary mixing ratios can, however, be achieved using the same principle that PWM uses
to reduce effective output voltage from digital devices. Toggling the valve position for a fraction of a fixed time window will
produce a mixture of the two inputs proportionally (Fig. 4B), provide that there is sufficient post-valve mixing. To validate
mixing performance and assess the feasibility of programmable mixing profiles we used solutions of two different concen-
trations of glucose as a model (Fig. 4A). Two reservoirs of PBS solution, one containing 115 mg/dL (1 g/L nominal) and the
other 210 mg/dL (2 g/L nominal) glucose (Fig. 4A) as measured using a Contour Next (Ascensia Diabetes Care) blood glucose
meter and test strips, were connected to a pinch valve with a Y fitting. The pinch valve was set to mix the two channels
according to the profile in Fig. 4D by varying the on/off duty cycle proportionally to the mixing ratio in two second windows,
as illustrated in Fig. 4B. Pumping was handled by a Ismatec Reglo ICC 8-roller peristaltic pump (Cole-Parmer GmbH) at a
calibrated flow rate of 250 mL/min. The flow was split after the peristaltic pump with another Y-piece and sampled at the
10



Fig. 4. Reservoir mixing performance evaluation. A) Experimental setup for mixing profile validation. Reservoirs of PBS containing 1–2 g/L were mixed
programmatically via pinch valve into a Y-piece and quantified downstream simultaneously at two outlets. B) Illustrated pinch valve input mixing strategy,
allows continuous mixing ratio output from discrete valve states. Mixing cycles loop continuously. C) CFD model cross-section of the discrete pinch valve
mixing performance around the Y-piece fitting, approximating the region of (A) between the valve and pump. Colored by composition. Scale bar represents
10 mm. D) Programmed blood glucose concentration (dashed line) profile, emulating a post-prandial blood glucose spike in healthy adult human.
Experimentally measured points are in green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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two outlets simultaneously using Contour Next (Ascensia Diabetes Care) blood glucose test strips. Total dead volume from
valve to outlets (825 mL, ~3 min 20 s) was taken into consideration and sampling timing offset accordingly. The measured
glucose profile followed the programmed profile closely, within the 10 mg/dL specified accuracy of the glucose meter
(Fig. 4D).

A transient CFD simulation (Autodesk CFD 2019) was also constructed to study the mixing behavior in the pinch valve Y-
piece fitting and downstream tubing. The fluid path of the junction was modeled using the measured 1 mm inner diameter
and 60� angle of the Y-piece employed in the experimental setup and specified 1.52 mm inner diameter of the peristaltic
tubing. A 10 mm segment of tubing was modelled for each input from the pinch valve and a single 140 mm segment of tub-
ing for the output. A mean velocity of 2.296 mm/s in the tubing was calculated based on the 250 mL/min volumetric flow rate
and tubing inner diameter used.

Static boundary conditions of 0 Pa pressure and 2.296 mm/s were applied to the outlet of the 140 mm tubing. Dynamic
piecewise-linear boundary conditions for velocity were set at inlet tubing segments to mimic the discrete mixing behavior of
the pinch valve in three different mixing ratio scenarios: 10%, 25%, and 50% B, where ‘‘B” indicates the 2 g/L glucose solution.
E.g. at a 25% B mixing ratio, inlet B had a boundary condition of 2.296 mm/s for 0.5 s while A was at 0.0 mm/s, and then visa-
versa for the remaining 1.5 s, repeating for the duration of the simulation. Scalar values of 0.0 (solution A) and 1.0 (solution
B) were used to define the two glucose solutions with densities of 1.007 g/cm3 and 1.0013 g/cm3, respectively, with a scalar
diffusion coefficient of 5.16e-06 mm2/s and dynamic viscosity of 0.001100855 kg/m/s [23]. Initial conditions of scalar value
0.0 and 1.0 were defined in each of the inlet tubing volumes and scalar boundary conditions at the inlets were set accord-
ingly. Turbulent incompressible flow physics were used, but similar results were obtained using laminar flow physics. Mesh
sizing was done automatically, and no surface refinement was utilized. All other settings were kept at their default values.

Transient simulations were run for 120 s with 100 ms time-steps to fully capture the 10% mixing valve state duration
(200 ms) and qualitative convergence was achieved before 70 s in all models. See Supplementary Video 1 for a real-time
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Fig. 5. Visualizing the flow profile of a PlateFlo culture plate. A-F) A plate preloaded with 10 mL of DPBS (colorless) was perfused with DMEM culture
medium (pink) at 170 mL/min while a time lapse was recorded. Stopwatch inset in bottom left of each frame, h:mm:ss time format. A transient scalar mixing
CFD model of plate flow at similar time intervals is also visualized below each time-lapse frame as an XY cross section the middle of the medium model.
Black scale bar (bottom right, each panel) is 10 mm long. G) Transient model, as above, at 1 h 45 min. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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visualization of the mixing behavior in the Y-piece for all ratios modelled, and Supplementary Video 2 with velocity vectors
overlayed for the 50% mixing model. All components necessary to regenerate these data, including CAD model, mesh, and
setup conditions can be found in the Autodesk CFD archive share file, y-piece_mixing_cfd.cfz, in Supplementary Data.

Scalar homogeneity near the target mixing ratio was achieved nearly immediately (less than10 mm) past the Y-piece fit-
ting for all tested mixing ratios (Fig. 4C), indicating no need for additional mixing devices or tubing length.
Perfusion plate flow profiling

Part of the rationale for selecting OmniTray plates for the perfusion chamber was their rectangular aspect ratio. In order
to keep fresh media flowing into the plate and spent media flowing out of it vortices and dead spots should be avoided.

We visualized the profile of flow across the plate by first loading a plate with 10 mL of colorless phosphate buffered saline
(PBS) solution. The plate was then perfused with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), a pink-colored solution of sim-
ilar density, at 170 mL/min. A skimmer pump was not required for the short timescale of this experiment. A tripod mounted
camera was used to photograph the plate from above at regular intervals and a lab timer was kept in the frame (lower left,
photographs) for timekeeping purposes (Fig. 5A-F, upper). See Supplementary Video 3 for the full time-lapse video.

We also simulated this scenario using transient scalar mixing CFD modeling (Fig. 5A-F, lower; Fig. 5G), similar to as was
conducted in 7.2. Fluid was modeled based on the dimensions of the plate and set to a height corresponding to 10 mL of
volume. The P200 nozzles were modelled as 0.6 mm Ø cylindrical depressions from the top surface of the fluid extending
down until 0.55 mm above the fluid bottom. Inlet and outlet boundary conditions were set at the lower surface of these
depressions. Inlet boundary conditions included a developed volumetric flow rate of 170 mL/min and a scalar value of 0.0
until 1800 sec, then 1.0 for the remainder of the simulation. Outlet boundary conditions were 85 mL/min volumetric flow
rate and 0 Pa pressure. Fluid properties were defined identically to that in section 7.2, approximating culture medium. A
steady-state solution was first solved for the velocity (~100 iterations), then a transient solution was found for scalar mixing
to visualize the flow profile across the plate up until 8600 s. Simulation results are illustrated using a cross sections along the
XY plane, through the middle of the media model and colored according to the scalar mixing ratio of 0.0–1.0 (PBS-DMEM) in
Fig. 5A-F, lower and Fig. 5G. See Supplementary Video 4 for the complete simulation animation, and Supplementary Data for
the Autodesk CFD archive share file, plateflo_perfusion_plate_CFD.cfz, to reproduce the model results.

The time required for the DMEM front to traverse the plate was approximately 73 min. Experimental and simulation flow
profiles appeared similar. Both showed mixing of the DMEM front as it progressed across the plate, becoming more diffuse
towards the outlet side. The chamfered corners of the OmniTray plate (upper left, upper right) appear to improve flow lin-
earity when compared with the orthogonal opposing corners (lower left, lower right) which show some flow stagnation as
indicated by the lower scalar value towards the end of the time series. Although not entirely homogenous, the vast majority
12
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of cells seeded onto a perfusion plate are subject to similar microenvironmental conditions as culture medium moves con-
sistently across the plate’s surface, with negligible dead spots.
Discussion

Areas for Improvement

Perfusion plate skimmer system
The skimming approach we’ve taken to plate volume regulation, though relatively simple and cost-effective, is negatively

influenced by surface tension and capillary action. Fluid cannot be aspirated unless it contacts the skimmer nozzle. Once the
fluid comes into contact with the skimmer nozzle it is drawn up into the bore. As material is removed the fluid level drops.
Surface tension, however, maintains an unbroken column of fluid stretched between the nozzle and the bulk fluid, bridging
the fluid surface and the nozzle, and permitting continued removal of material from the plate despite the fluid level dropping
below the level of the nozzle. The stretches as the level drops until it eventually breaks, at which point the fluid surface is
below the level of the skimmer nozzle. Fluid then slowly accumulates until it contacts the skimmer nozzle and the cycle con-
tinues. In this way an approximately saw tooth shaped oscillation in fluid volume is created in the plate, the frequency of
which is dependent on the inlet/outlet flow rate delta, i.e. faster accumulation results in a higher oscillation rate. For this
reason, it is recommended that the flow rate delta be kept as small as possible. Nozzle geometry could potentially be better
optimized to minimize this phenomenon [24]. Optimized skimmer geometry would, however, likely come at the expense of
additional cost and build/sourcing complexity.

FETbox hardware controller
In the interest of minimizing BOM component count and PCB assembly complexity, a dedicated DC-DC conversion circuit

was not implemented on the FETbox board. Instead, the 12 V supply voltage is converted to 5 V and 3.3 V through the Ardu-
ino Nano’s onboard regulators. Though 12 V is within specification for the input voltage, it is on the upper end of the accept-
able range. As such the Nano’s linear voltage regulators generate a lot of heat. Drawing additional current from the 5 V line
for additional components (status LCD, or LEDs for example) further increases heat output. This could be addressed with a
buck converter module such as a Würth Elektronik 173950578 [25], or a suitable dedicated daughter board for higher-
current 5 V applications. This would supply the Nano via the 5 V pin, rather than the Vin pin due to the dropout voltage
across the Vin regulator circuitry.

If the FETbox is connected by USB and not powered from the 12 V input (e.g. by accidental disconnection) and the MOS-
FET outputs are engaged, the connected output devices will draw from the Vin pin which in this instance will be connected
directly to the USB port 5 V bus. To avoid this, an additional 1 N4004 power diode can be placed between the power input
and Vin pin, preventing current from flowing out from the Arduino and keeping the MOSFET output unpowered. Placing a
diode in front of the Nano Vin pin has the added benefit of dropping the input voltage by 1 V, reducing the heat output from
the Nano’s onboard regulators.

Potential applications

The programmability of the PlateFlo system lends itself to dynamic culture protocols where culture conditions are reg-
imented, vary over time in a controlled manner. Certain embryonic stem cell expansion and differentiation protocols, for
example, involve a series of culture media changes and/or compound doses to affect developmental progress [26]. In addi-
tion to specific molecular cues, numerous studies have demonstrated osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells
also benefits from biophysical cues in the form of shear stress [27,28]. For example, the perfusion system presented by Pasini
et al, which is similar in principle to that of the PlateFlo system, demonstrates improved induction of osteogenic gene expres-
sion under flow when compared with induction in static culture [20]. Even very low flow, such as that experienced in inter-
stitial fluid can induce osteogenic differentiation [29,30]. Oscillating fluid shear has also been shown to benefit osteoblast
differentiation to a greater extent than continuous perfusion alone [31], and could easily be implemented in the perfusion
plate using computer controlled peristaltic pumps such as with the ismatec sub-package in the plateFlo Python library. These
protocols could potentially benefit from partial or complete integration into the PlateFlo system but require validation on a
case-by-case basis. Flow rate and plate volume can be adjusted to increase or decrease shear stress across the culture surface.
For a given volumetric flow rate, a greater plate volume will result in lower linear velocity and therefore lower shear forces.
This will result in a lower rate of exchange and therefore greater accumulation of secreted factors and potential for local or
even global nutrient depletion. Skimmer height can be set using the various printed skimmer height blocks. See ‘‘Operating
Instructions” for more details.

In order to maintain pluripotency and stimulate growth, embryonic stem cells (ESCs) are often co-cultured on a layer of
‘‘feeder” cells, mouse embryonic fibroblasts [32] or human embryonic stem cells [33], that supply a complex mixture of fac-
tors to the ESC. Although strides have been made towards feeder-free expansion and differentiation [34–36], not all ESC lines
or differentiation protocols may be amenable to this approach. By adapting the PlateFlo setup showcased in the graphical
abstract, for example, it may be possible to co-culture feeder and some ESC lines in physically isolated plates. This has
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the potential to simplify downstream processing while benefiting from a constant flow of fresh medium. When expanding
embryonic stem cells, waste products such as lactic acid and ammonia can accumulate and limit cell viability in non-
perfused systems [37]. Recirculating media however, either partially or fully, may be more economical in certain scenarios
given the high cost of ESC culture medium and supplements. This application has not been validated but we believe it to be
an interesting avenue for future exploration. Many other biological applications that rely on the use of conditioned media
should also benefit from the PlateFlo setup. In all cases, flow rate and plate volume would be the main parameters to adjust.
This could be done for each plate individually to e.g. concentrate the secreted factors using a lower plate volume upstream
while maintaining the downstream plate at a higher volume for slower exchange.

Alternative culture chambers

The OmniTray was selected early on in the conceptualization of the PlateFlo system for its rectangular shape. Theoreti-
cally this yields the most consistent flow across the plate as it minimizes the difference between the longest and shortest
path media could take from inlet to outlet. The OmniTray also has a standard footprint that is directly compatible with
e.g. plate holders in automated microscopes and is available with a treated culture surface at a price of ca. 10EUR/plate, mak-
ing it a relatively affordable option. It is, however, a single-source item and therefore susceptible to discontinuation, supply
chain disruption, and price hikes.

Nunc offers a four well plate in the same footprint with rectangular wells that each fit a 75 � 25 mm glass slide (Thermo-
Fisher Scientific, cat# 267061). This plate format could be of use when lower flow rates and media consumption are desir-
able, or material is limited as with e.g. primary tissues. Reducing the volume while maintaining a similar flow rate would
also increase the media exchange rate and linear velocity of the fluid. The lack of a treated surface version creates additional
preparation steps for use with adherent cells, however. One potential work around would be to use treated slides (e.g
ThermoScientific, cat# 960004) as drop-in culture surfaces. For some applications, non-treated surfaces might be preferred,
as in the case of primary pancreatic islet culture. We successfully carried out a pilot experiment with primary pancreatic
islets in one of these untreated wells, without noticeable movement of the islets with flow. This format is interesting as a
smaller alternative with similar geometry but requires further validation and unfortunately is also a single-source item.

Petri dishes are ubiquitous and available in a range of sizes from many suppliers and manufacturers. The general linear
flow characteristics of circular dishes are not as favorable as those of rectangular form factor plates such as the OmniTray
(Supplementary Fig. 3). A CFD simulation of particles (representing paths of flow) moving across a 10 cm petri dish (similar
in culture area to an OmniTray plate) showed a wider distribution of residence times when compared with the OmniTray
(standard deviation 660 s vs 530 s) (Supplementary Fig. 3D). However, their availability, low cost, and range of sizes make
them an attractive future-proof alternative to the Nunc OmniTray. As such, we’ve included design files for 3D printing nozzle
hole marking jigs for 6 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm petri dish lids. These jigs feature a two-part sliding design that allows the jig to
adapt to small dimensional variation in petri dish lids between the various manufacturers. We have not validated the use of
petri dishes for perfusion experimentally, however, CFD simulations suggest an acceptable flow profile in 10 cm plates.

Integration with open source tools

A commercial multi-channel peristaltic pump is listed in the PlateFlo BOM, the Ismatec Reglo ICC. This is primarily for its
flexibility, having individually controllable channels enabling two-plate multiplexing while being able to run with the inlet/
outlet flow rate delta required, all in a single unit. Though well-suited to the PlateFlo system, and easily re-configured for
different setups, the cost of a single 4-channel unit is extremely high (list price 3600EUR at time of writing). A viable open
source alternative could quite easily, for example, make use of a pair of FAST [38] 3D-printed peristaltic pumps, each of
which could be controlled via USB from the same computer that interfaces with the FETbox hardware controller. This would
also allow a larger number of perfusion plates to be run in parallel than e.g. a single Reglo ICC pump.

A potentially interesting addition to the PlateFlo system which may be of interest in the study of e.g. endocrine culture
models, is a downstream sampler for automated supernatant sample collection. The recent BioSamplr [39] system could, for
example, be integrated downstream of the PlateFlo system with some minor modifications. An additional dual-channel
pinch valve (as in e.g. the BOM) can be placed in the PlateFlo outlet tubing path and used to create sample loop (as in HPLC
injectors, for example), allowing the BioSamplr’s peristaltic pump to pull supernatant from this section of tubing when
engaged, and bypassing it when disengaged (Supplementary Fig. 4). The PlateFlo outlet peristaltic pump should be temporar-
ily disabled during sampling, as the outlet will be blocked by the pinch valve when engaged. Integration of the PlateFlo and
BioSamplr Python software would permit complete automated control of both systems from the BioSamplr’s Raspberry Pi
computer, removing the need for an additional control computer for the FETbox.
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